
WHY WERE WE SO 
(STRATEGICALLY) 
WRONG? 

by Bernard Brodie 

Colin Gray, in the last issue of FOREIGN 
POLICY,' charged that a number of civilian 
strategists (including this one) fell flat on 
their faces over the past decade in trying to 
predict the character and outcome of the 
Vietnam war. In this he is obviously quite 
correct, and it is an important and disturbing 
conclusion. It might be highly instructive to 
explore why they (or we) have erred, and 
that is why, at the request of the editors of 
FOREIGN POLICY, I am responding to 
Mr. Gray's critique. 

"If policy prescription may be described as 
the advocacy of 'viable solutions,' " says 
Gray, "so scholarship should be viewed as 
the pursuit of truth. The civilian strategist 
has fallen between the two extremes." His 
attitude reflects much of the social science 
thinking of our time, but I find it particularly 
inopportune in this instance. For strategic 
thinking, or "theory" if one prefers, is noth- 
ing if not pragmatic. Strategy is a "how to do 
it" study, a guide for accomplishing some- 
thing and doing it efficiently. The question 
that matters in strategy-as in many other 
branches of politics-is, will the idea work? 
More, will it be likely to work under the 
precise and inevitably special circumstances 
under which it will next be tested? How much 
these circumstances are known or knowable 
depends partly on how close we are to the 
moment of testing. The failure of the civilian 
strategists in Vietnam, as Mr. Gray fails to 
notice, is that that part of their theory he 
most admires proved utterly irrelevant, and 
many of their ideas which were not irrelevant 
""What RAND Hath Wrought," FOREIGN POLICY 4, 
pp. 111-129. 
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proved false. The score as tested against the 
special reality of Vietnam was much worse 
than it should have been, and the error is 
measured in something much more tragic than 
red-faces. 

Mr. Gray chides the "civilian scholars of 
strategy" with being "overimpressed with the 
potential transferability of theory to the world 
of action." What, pray, could their theory 
possibly be for if it were not meant to be 
transferable to precisely that world? The 
theory of strategy is a theory for action, or, 
to turn around Gray's own words, strategy is 
a field where truth is sought in the pursuit of 
viable solutions. In that respect it is not unlike 
theory in the applied sciences, and differs 
from theory in the pure sciences only in that 
the latter is content to describe and explain 
rather than to prescribe. Social scientists who 
yearn for the theoretical and methodological 
elegance of the physical sciences often seem 
unaware that theorists in physics evaluate 
their formulations entirely by whether they 
are ultimately proved or disproved by experi- 
ments or other observations, in other words 
by whether they accord fully and consistently 
with the real world. 

Gray also accuses these well-meaning but 
dangerous people of whom he writes of 
insinuating themselves, especially during the 
McNamara regime, directly into the policy- 
making process. As he puts it, "The prophets 
became courtiers," with a consequent loss of 
their purity and allegedly also a bootless using 
up of their "strategic theoretical capital." 

People like in general to be more, rather 
than less, useful, and as one who was not 
invited into the McNamara circle I am bound 
to say I would not have felt sullied if I had 
been. My own service at high levels in the 
Pentagon came much earlier in time, and 
during a very few months in that place I 
learned a great deal that was useful to my 
subsequent thinking. Perhaps the most useful 
thing I learned was how badly things are done 
at the strategic level in the "world of action," 
but the shocks that go with the experience 
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help overcome the diffidence which an out- 
sider might otherwise feel. 

Present At The Formulation 
The civilian strategists, as Gray concedes, 

represented a very thin line upon whom was 
thrust a tremendous burden. When I joined 
RAND in 1951, I was the single member of it 
who appeared to be interested in strategy- 
certainly the only one who had published 
anything on strategy, nuclear or pre-nuclear. 
Albert Wohlstetter and Herman Kahn were 
already members of that organization (Mal- 
colm Hoag, William Kaufmann, and Thomas 
Schelling were to show up later) but their 
thoughts had not yet sortied out into the 
open reaches of national strategy. They were 
still working on technical problems of limited 
scope defined by RAND'S sponsor, the U.S. 
Air Force, and thereby helping to develop 
systems analysis. Other persons at other 
places were to appear gradually, but the 
number has always remained small-espe- 
cially if one limits the count to those who 
demonstrated a capacity for some originality. 

Upon this small group there fell by default 
the job of determining how to think about the 
atomic bomb, and how to do so under techno- 
logical and political circumstances that were 
steadily and rapidly changing. When I say 
"by default" I mean that the professional 
military, with exceedingly few exceptions, 
contributed little but resistance-especdally 
resistance to the idea of restraint-and have 
continued ever since to contribute little or 
nothing to the understanding of the basic 
strategic-political problems of our times. That 
is not to be wondered at, because they have 
been improperly educated for that part of 
their job. They have in fact a trained incapac- 
ity for dealing with it, and their performance 
in Vietnam should be all the proof we need. 

The fact of small numbers of contributors 
is of acute importance. Among people who 
are grappling with new and baffling problems, 
opinions are bound to be expressed which are 
dubious or false, and the appropriate response 
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or refutation will often not be heard because 
there are too few or perhaps even none 
available to make it. Those that formed 
McNamara's "court" comprised a highly like- 
minded school which absorbed a large pro- 
portion of the available talent, and dissident 
voices outside were few and easily drowned 
out. On the question, for example, whether 
or not the United States and its NATO allies 
should build up large conventional forces in 
Europe, which for several years was the prime 
issue in American foreign security policy, I 
believe that mine was the only American 
voice raised in criticism and opposition, at 
least as recorded in published statements. 
Had I desired to avoid offending leaders of 
the inner circle, the Administration view 
would have escaped any criticism. Not that it 
mattered greatly in this instance, because the 
effective opposition came from the sit-down 
strike of our NATO allies. 

Whether I was right or wrong is beside the 
point; what counts is that the issue, which 
was certainly important enough, did not 
present such self-evident answers as to war- 
rant the near-absence of debate. Contrast 
this situation with the hosts of highly trained 
and often brilliant economists available to 
debate, and debating vigorously, on how to 
prescribe for our contemporary economic ills! 
Actually, they have not done so well either; 
but when by August 1971 the Friedmanites 
were finally judged by both their peers and 
the politicians to have been proved wrong, 
there were others to turn to who knew which 
part of the kettle to grasp. 
Excessive Deference, Seductive Elegance 

Another great misfortune in the last two 
decades was the wholly excessive attention 
and deference paid to systems analysis, a 
deference which Mr. Gray fully shares. He 
mentions with what is now customary rever- 
ence the 18year-old Wohlstetter "base study," 
which is certainly the best advertised study in 
the history of systems analysis, and then 
alludes to another Wohlstetter article, also 
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the outcome of a systems analysis, "The 
Delicate Balance of Terror."2' "Theory build- 
ing for limited war," writes Gray, "was an 
intellectually exhausted field by mid-1957 and 
it was superseded by the growing recognition 
that the future balance of terror might be 
considerably more delicate than had pre- 
viously been assumed." Limited war "theory 
building" in fact continued boomingly into 
the mid-1960's, becoming more rococo all the 
time. In any case, it could hardly be super- 
seded by a "recognition" which if it were 
correct would be somewhat irrelevant, and 
which in any case was not correct. 

Wohlstetter's article was indeed an ele- 
gantly executed and exceedingly useful anal- 
ysis of the vulnerability of our Strategic Air 
Command, which at the time (1958-9) was 
comprised almost exclusively of aircraft. 
Many people had long been aware of this 
vulnerability (though it was certainly height- 
ened by the approaching advent of missiles 
in the enemy arsenal), but the Air Force had 
simply refused to recognize it. Nevertheless, if 
we take political and psychological imponder- 
ables into account rather than only techno- 
logical factors, as we always must and as the 
systems analysts are not equipped to do for 
us, it has become abundantly clear since that 
article was published and indeed since the 
dawn of the nuclear age that the balance of 
terror is not delicate. This assertion is based 
on something besides the fact that the world 
has not yet blown up, but in view of the 
enormous disparities in nuclear capabilities 
that have obtained between powers enor- 
mously hostile to each other, that fact is itself 
impressive. 

Certainly the technique of systems analysis 

'Originally published in Foreign Affairs, January 1959. 
Mr. Wohlstetter was the leader and director of a large 
study group within RAND which analyzed the problem 
described in the title of their report, Selection and Use 
of Strategic Air Bases (RAND R-266, 1954). This study 
is also described and analyzed at some length by E. S. 
Quade in the very useful volume edited by Dr. Quade, 
Analysis for Military Decisions (RAND R-387, Novem- 
ber 1964), ch. 3. 
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is indispensable for the consideration of many 
important military questions raised in the 
modern era. Choosing appropriate weapons 
systems among types not yet developed would 
be a baffling and terribly wasteful business 
without it, and the present Administration is 
certainly mistaken in downgrading it on those 
issues. Crucial problems face us today-like 
how best to cope with the growing threat of 
vulnerability to our Minuteman silos-where 
we need this technique to give us at least part 
of our answers. But though it is an important 
tool in making some military decisions, it is 
not coterminous with strategy, as Mr. Robert 
McNamara, among others, thought it was. 
Secretary McNamara, by training a statisti- 
cian, was plainly in love with it. He gloried 
in the graphs, multicolored, in layer upon 
layer, and rejected the "poetry" of those who 
sought to introduce a little political intuition. 
His "court" was comprised mostly of systems 
analysts (Enthoven, Wohlstetter, Rowen, et 
al). Nor was Mr. McNamara alone in his 
infatuation. Within RAND itself there was a 
quiet but strongly-felt status differential be- 
tween those who knew how to handle graphs 
and mathematical symbols, especially if they 
also knew how to manage teams of similarly 
equipped young men, and those who merely 
knew how to probe political issues.3 Elegance 
of method is indeed marvelously seductive, 
even when it is irrelevant or inappropriate to 
the major problems. At RAND it seduced some 
who were trained to be political analysts and 
might have become good ones. 

The point was made well enough back in 
1960 by Charles J. Hitch, now President of 
the University of California, at a conference 
of systems and operations analysts in Aix-en- 
Provence. When one excited participant urged 
that their special techniques, thoroughly com- 
puterized, be immediately adapted to the solu- 

3One contributing reason was that the Air Force clients 
were wont to be impressed by (a) team rather than in- 
dividual solutions, and (b) the manifest use of gadgetry. A conclusion that had been "war gamed" was a very 
different commodity from one that someone had merely 
thought through perceptively. 
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tion of foreign policy problems, Hitch, himself 
a pioneer in the field, dryly responded that 
they really appeared more appropriate to 
rationalizing traffic over the George Wash- 
ington Bridge. 
Vietnam Failures 

Classical systems analysis, despite the yeo- 
man's work done by Alain Enthoven's office, 
has had just about zero relevance to every- 
thing concerned with Vietnam. Our failures 
there have been at least 95 percent due to our 
incomprehension and inability to cope with 
the political dimensions of the problem, not 
forgetting that part which is internal to the 
United States. If we had understood these 
problems we should certainly not have gone 
in, and the failure belongs not simply to the 
"civilian strategists" but also to the political 
science profession, at least that part of it 
which is involved in foreign policy questions 
and regional studies. 

Among those errors that were primarily 
military, I should put at the top the failure to 
anticipate properly the importance of giving 
the opponent a sanctuary which comprises his 
entire homeland. For over three years it was 
not a sanctuary against bombing (which also 
failed to deliver the results expected of it- 
and let us hear no more from Admiral U.S. 
Grant Sharp about our not having done 
enough bombing); but it has always been a 
complete sanctuary against ground force in- 
cursion, which meant that the enemy could, 
to paraphrase Lord Bacon, take as much or 
as little of the war as he wanted, and could 
shift his degree of participation whenever he 
wanted. Our errors here, partly the result of 
misreading the lessons of Korea, were disas- 
trous. But that disaster pales in comparison 
with the consequences of our willful blindness 
in trying to shore up a corrupt, inefficient, and 
thoroughly unpopular regime. We had no 
business trying, and we could not succeed. 

Being one of the very few "civilian strate- 
gists" who is also a political scientist (most of 
the others are trained as economists) I feel in 
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my guild attachments a failure on two fronts. 
I also feel dubious about the chances of the 
political scientists' getting rapidly better in the 
relevant respects. The increased emphasis in 
recent years on "theory" orientation and the 
consequent disdain for "policy analysis" are 
not to me reassuring. In any case, we need 
people who will challenge, investigate, and 
dissect the prevailing dogmas of international 
relations and of our foreign policy rather than 
merely echo them, and this probably depends 
more on temperament and on acuity of per- 
ception than on the particular character of 
one's scholarly commitment. 

Opposite of the Truth 
"The failure of America's strategic theorists 

over Vietnam," says Mr. Gray, "was not at 
the level of theoretical understanding. Rather 
the theorists failed to insist to their govern- 
ment in strong enough terms that the task was 
too great." Well, one would wish that that 
were so. It is pretty nearly the opposite of the 
truth. At the level of "theoretical understand- 
ing" their error was total. Also, I know no 
one among the civilian stategists Gray men- 
tions and some others besides who by the end 
of 1965 had manifested any misgivings about 
the course that President Johnson had 
embarked upon. Most assuredly I know of 
none of the group who seemed to think that 
the "task was too great." On the contrary, for 
some of them it was precisely the kind of 
application of their ideas which they could 
not help but relish-for example, the concept 
that by granting sanctuary to North Vietnam 
from our ground forces we could assure 
China's staying out of the war. This would 
mean, they thought, that we could keep the 
war limited and fight it on our own terms. 
They were probably right about keeping 
China out, but not about the price. One also 
painfully remembers all the talk about build- 
ing up conventional forces not only for Eur- 
ope but for stamping out "brush fires"- 
which by definition included Vietnam-until 
we began to pour oil on the flames. 
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But there is really a less demanding and 

more appropriate criterion. For reasonable- 
ness as well as charity, the emphasis ought not 
be placed on how people felt in 1964 or even 
1965. A few area specialists like the late 
Bernard Fall, and a very few other people 
whose qualifications were simply worldly ex- 
perience in the policy-making process and the 
possession of sound good sense, like Kenneth 
Galbraith, George Kennan, George Ball, and 
even one or two RANDites, plus a very few 
much-better-than-average journalists were 
among those convinced as early as 1964 that 
we were headed, if not for disaster, at least 
for something painful, costly, and useless. 
These people were simply not taken in by 
domino theories or containment dogmas 
(even though one of them was the author of 
the term "containment") or at least not taken 
in enough to lose their heads about offsetting 
criteria and values. But these dogmas and 
theories were so much in the air, as was the 
conviction of American invincibility-our 
military record in Korea had been extremely 
good despite the defeats near the Yalu, and 
World War II was still a fresh memory-that 
people may, I hope, be forgiven for having 
felt a dizzying insouciance about using our 
power for what we thought were our responsi- 
bilities. A more reasonable criterion is: When 
did the various people most involved begin to 
have second thoughts, to see enough of what 
was happening both within Vietnam and 
within the United States, to cry, hold, enough? 

The record here for the civilian strategists 
is quite mixed. It is not easy to know who 
changed when, though we get some clues in 
books like that edited by Richard M. Pfeffer, 
No More Vietnams?f and that excellent account 
by Townsend Hoopes of the 1968 turnabout, 
The Limits of Intervention. Hoopes quotes Alain 
Enthoven as saying: "I fell off the boat when 
the troop level reached 170,000." Why that 
particular figure, I cannot imagine; but some- 
thing like that stage goes for this writer too. 

'New Tork: Harper, Colophon Books, 1968. 
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We know about persons like Robert Mc. 
Namara and Paul Nitze, and Hoopes' book is 
mostly a saga of the magnificent performance 
of that great ex-hawk, Clark Clifford. We 
also know about Daniel Ellsberg, whose fall- 
ing off the boat made a rather exceptional 
splash. But to the best of my knowledge some 
of the civilian strategists, including one or two 
of Gray's special favorites, either fell off very 
late or are still hanging on, loyal to the last- 
to what? What notions now lie behind words 
like "credibility" or "honor" to defend a 
policy which has become too patently absurd 
for any rational defense, and indeed on the 
part of the Administration, with its pretenses 
to "Vietnamization," quite phony? 
The Cures 

Now, what are the cures? Mr. Gray has 
some, but I do not fully understand them. 
They seem to be counsels of perfection-more 
emphasis on purer theory and on avoiding 
"the seductions of power." Concerning the 
latter, I should have the opposite advice for 
a man of younger or middle years, provided 
he were invited to be operational at or near 
the highest levels. He would learn a good deal 
that is perennial about the military, the poli- 
ticians, and "how things are done," and 
inasmuch as he would last at most for one 
administration and probably much less if he 
were a free spirit with an independent mind, 
not too much of his life would be taken up 
in the process. If he wants to be a thinker 
about important issues and make significant 
contributions in writing, he must of course 
avoid getting entangled in the bureaucracies, 
though even they manage to absorb some 
quite exceptional men without always ruining 
them (there is George Kennan, and there are 
some others). 

We are even now learning a great deal from 
the Vietnam experience precisely because it 
has been so searing and so prolonged. We are 
witnessing in various places, including the 
pages of this journal, what appears to be a 
searching post-mortem (though at this writing 
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the war is not yet the corpse it ought to be). 
We are learning to be mistrustful of political 
dogmas, and less diffident about confronting 
military dogmas. We certainly need to stress 
the superior importance of the political side of 
strategy to the simply technical and technolo- 
gical side. Preserve and cherish the systems 
analysts, but avoid the genuflections. The 
same goes for the soldiers, who are of course 
not threatened with extinction. 

There is a long way to go, but much distance 
has already been traveled. When we recall 
how we discussed methods for demonstrating 
"our superior resolve" without ever question- 
ing whether we would indeed have or deserve 
to have superiority in that commodity, we 
realize how puerile was our whole approach 
to our art. Well, one learns from hard expe- 
rience, though in this case we have learned 
also the importance of depressing the quantity 
of comparable experience in the future. 
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